INTRODUCTION {#SEC1}
============

RecBCD is a multifunctional enzyme that helps carry out a number of critical processes in the DNA metabolism of *Escherichia coli*. RecBCD executes the first step in homologous recombination for double-stranded break repair and degrades foreign double-stranded DNA (dsDNA). To initiate homologous recombination, RecBCD binds to a dsDNA break and unwinds the DNA with high processivity \[\>36 000 base pairs (bp)\] ([@B1]) and high speed (1700 bp/s) ([@B2]). Concurrent with unwinding, RecBCD\'s nuclease activity nicks both of the resulting single-stranded DNA (ssDNA) strands. Upon encountering a specific sequence---the χ-site ([@B3]), which distinguishes host from foreign DNA---RecBCD promotes the loading of RecA onto the 3′ strand ([@B4]) while degrading the 5′ strand. This multi-functional enzyme\'s key role in repairing dsDNA breaks has spawned over two decades of research ([@B1],[@B4]--[@B17]). This present work focuses on RecBCD\'s helicase activity, which is central to its biological function.

Elucidating the unwinding mechanism of RecBCD ([@B18]--[@B20]), and more generally, of helicases ([@B18]), is a long standing goal that has benefited from a multifaceted approach that includes biochemical, X-ray crystallographic, and, more recently, single-molecule studies. For instance, ensemble measurements probe RecBCD\'s kinetic rate over a wide range of adenosine triphosphate (ATP) concentrations ([@B14]). In addition, ensemble studies have also found that, on average, 2--3 ATPs were hydrolyzed per bp unwound ([@B21]). This elevated ATP usage arises because both RecB and RecD are SF1 helicases that can simultaneously translocate along the ssDNA. RecB moves 3′→5′, while RecD moves with the opposite polarity (5′→3′) ([@B11],[@B22]). Crystallographic studies showed RecBCD bound to dsDNA in a zipper-like structure ([@B12]). Specifically, the RecC subunit was found to bridge both the RecB and RecD subunits, and contain a 'pin' structure at the ssDNA--dsDNA junction ([@B12]). Unwinding is thought to occur via a forward translocation by one of the two helicase domains along their respective ssDNA strands pulling the dsDNA against the pin and thereby promoting strand separation ([@B12]). Finally, single-molecule studies have shown that the translocation rates of RecB and RecD are different ([@B23]). Hence, the two helicases do not move in lock-step along the DNA. RecD is the lead helicase before χ-site recognition, while RecB is the lead helicase after χ-site recognition. As a result, the entire RecBCD complex moves at a slower rate after χ-site recognition ([@B23]). This structural and enzymatic complexity facilitates RecBCD\'s functional diversity, but potentially complicates elucidating its unwinding mechanism.

The advent of high-precision optical-trapping studies with 1-bp resolution offers a powerful tool to probe the mechanism of enzymes translocating along DNA ([@B24]--[@B27]). Researchers using such state-of-the-art instruments have identified 1-bp steps of RNA polymerase (RNAP) along DNA ([@B28]), 2.5-bp steps of the bacteriophage Φ29 DNA packaging motor ([@B29]), and 1-bp steps of NS3 ([@B30]) and XPD ([@B31]) helicases. The detection of such steps and characterization of the underlying enzymatic kinetics provide crucial information on the mechano-chemical cycle of these DNA-based molecular motors. In the simplest scheme for RecBCD, crystallographic studies suggest a uniform series of 1-bp steps where the protein--DNA complex goes through a set of well-ordered states that lead to 1 bp of unwinding per ATP consumed ([@B20]). Indeed, crystallographic studies of the RecD-like monomeric helicase RecD2 ([@B32]) and the structurally similar AddAB helicase ([@B33]) complexed with DNA in different nucleotide states also suggest a similar mechanism consisting of a well ordered set of states. More complicated models also exist. For instance, in one proposed model, RecBCD is thought to repetitively melt ∼4-6 bp of dsDNA before translocating along the resulting ssDNA ([@B16],[@B34]). We note that high-resolution optical-trapping studies measure what is known as the mechanical step size as opposed to what is now referred to as a kinetic step size based on ensemble studies ([@B35]). Kinetic step sizes are altered by static heterogeneity in enzyme kinetics ([@B36]). More generally, the measured mechanical motion of the enzyme can convolve discrete mechanical steps with internal enzymatic dynamics that depend on the location at which the enzyme is anchored to the surface (see below).

To elucidate RecBCD\'s mechanism, we studied it with a surface-coupled optical-trapping assay featuring 1-bp resolution. Typically, in high-resolution studies of DNA-based molecular motors, a number of techniques are used to facilitate detection of angstrom-scale displacements ([@B24]--[@B27]). First, a substantial force (10--25 pN) is applied, improving the spatiotemporal resolution by increasing both the stiffness of the system and roll-off frequency of the trap. Second, low ATP concentrations are also used to increase the time between steps, allowing the substantial Brownian motion of the trapped bead to be averaged. In other words, higher spatial precision is achieved at the cost of temporal resolution. Both of these strategies were employed in a pioneering study by Abbondanzieri *et al*. that successfully resolved RNAP\'s 1-bp steps ([@B28]). In that study, RNAP moved against loads of \>20 pN and occasionally persisted in a single state for \>10 s. Finally, an additional technique to improve detection of helicase motion is a hairpin-unwinding assay, which leads to a ∼3-fold mechanical amplification of the detected signal ([@B37]) and facilitated the detection of 1-bp steps of the NS3 helicase ([@B30]).

Unfortunately, high-resolution studies of RecBCD could not benefit from application of these techniques. In previous work, we showed that the RecBCD--DNA complex can support only ∼6 pN of applied load before it backslides long distances (150--2700 bp) along its DNA substrate ([@B9]). Additionally, in the present study, we found that an actively unwinding RecBCD at low ATP does not persist in a single state between successive ATP arrivals. Rather, there were multiple types of dynamics in the protein--DNA complex, including a kinetic competition between RecBCD moving forward and backward, similar to prior optical-trapping studies of the monomeric XPD ([@B31]) and single-molecule FRET studies of the hexameric T7 helicase ([@B38]). Finally, RecBCD\'s nuclease cleaves the resulting ssDNA strands, making RecBCD incompatible with a hairpin-unwinding assay. As a result, there is a narrow window of experimental conditions to perform high-resolution studies on RecBCD.

Despite these challenges, the present high-resolution study of RecBCD yielded insight into its mechanism of motion along DNA. We observed forward unwinding by the enzyme, including discrete changes in DNA length, convolved with rapid, large-scale fluctuations in DNA length (∼4 bp at 10 Hz). We interpret these fluctuations as conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex when in an unwinding-competent state arising, in part, from enzyme-induced, back-and-forth motion relative to the dsDNA that opens and closes the duplex. Five observations support this interpretation. First, these dynamics were present in the absence of ATP. Second, the onset of the dynamics was coincident with the previously determined initiation of unwinding activity, which required a sufficiently long 5′ strand to engage the RecD helicase ([@B39]). Third, the dynamics were modulated by the GC content of the DNA immediately upstream of the ss-dsDNA junction. Fourth, these dynamics were suppressed by an interstrand cross-link ([@B40]) that was placed 2 bp ahead of the junction. Finally, the dynamics were also suppressed in the presence of a specific non-hydrolyzable ATP analog, adenosine diphosphate beryllium fluoride (ADP-BeF~x~). Collectively, these observations are not consistent with models of RecBCD unwinding the DNA in a series of 1-bp steps via a set of discrete, well-ordered protein--DNA states. Rather, our data show a much more dynamic RecBCD--DNA complex in which RecBCD binds to DNA in both a dynamic and a more static mode that is modulated by the nucleotide state of the ATP-binding pocket.

MATERIALS AND METHODS {#SEC2}
=====================

DNA preparation {#SEC2-1}
---------------

For measuring RecBCD motion along the DNA, we generated a 7249-bp (2450 nm) blunt-ended DNA construct via polymerase chain reaction (PCR), similar to prior work ([@B9]). One of the primers contained a 5′- biotin to anchor the DNA to a streptavidin-coated polystyrene sphere (Supplementary Figure S1, see also DNA constructs in Supplementary Data). After PCR, the DNA was gel purified and the concentration was determined by using a spectrophotometer (Genova, Jenway). To determine the stability and precision of the instrument, we directly linked a 2979-bp (1007 nm) DNA molecule to the streptavidin-coated polystyrene sphere via a biotin and to the coverslip via a digoxigenin:anti-digoxigenin bond following established protocols ([@B41]).

To investigate the difference in RecBCD--DNA dynamics arising from binding to blunt-ended DNA versus RecBCD binding to DNA in a catalytically active unwinding state, we made a series of tailed DNA constructs based on prior pre-steady-state unwinding results ([@B39]). These tailed constructs contained a 3′-ssDNA tail of fixed length \[6 thymidine (dT)~6~\] and a 5′-ssDNA tail of varying length \[(dT)~6~, (dT)~8~, (dT)~10~ or (dT)~20~\]. Initially, blunt-ended DNA with a length of 2938 bp (993 nm) was prepared, as described above. To make tailed constructs, we first cut the 2938-bp blunt-ended DNA with BsmBI restriction endonuclease (New England BioLabs). We next annealed two oligonucleotides together to form the desired tailed geometry at one end and a BsmBI overhang at the other end. The two annealed oligonucleotides were then ligated to the 2667-bp (901-nm) long DNA using T4 DNA ligase (Invitrogen, Life Technologies) to create a tailed construct that was 2686 bp (908 nm). The resulting DNA was gel purified, and concentrations were determined using a spectrophotometer (see DNA Constructs in Supplementary Data).

We investigated the sequence specificity of the observed RecBCD--DNA dynamics by varying the GC content of the dsDNA immediately upstream of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. Specifically, the 5 bp immediately ahead of the junction in the CG-rich or AT-rich construct were comprised of either all GC base pairs or AT base pairs, respectively.

We also prepared a tailed DNA construct with an engineered interstrand cross-link (Supplementary Figure S1) positioned in the duplex region 2 bp upstream of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. The cross-link was made by bridging two directly opposed thymine bases, one on each tailed oligonucleotide. Synthesis required first incorporating a cross-linked phosphoramidite unit at the 5′-end of the oligonucleotide and selectively removing protecting groups to allow construction of the cross-linked duplex via conventional solid-phase oligonucleotide synthesis ([@B42],[@B43]). This cross-linked oligonucleotide was ligated onto the longer DNA construct following the protocol outlined above.

Protein expression and purification {#SEC2-2}
-----------------------------------

A biotinylated version of RecBCD with the biotin tag on RecD, the lead helicase, was prepared using established protocols ([@B44]). The unwinding rates for this modified enzyme agreed with the wild-type unwinding rates in both bulk ([@B14]) and single-molecule experiments ([@B8],[@B9]).

Single-molecule RecBCD assay {#SEC2-3}
----------------------------

To prepare the assay, we first constructed a flow chamber with ∼15 μl volume from coverslips patterned with an array of fiducial marks ([@B45],[@B46]), double-sided sticky tape, 5-min epoxy and a microscope slide, similar to prior studies ([@B9],[@B47]). Next, we incubated biotinylated bovine serum albumin \[BSA, (Vector Laboratories)\] at 125 μg/ml in 100 mM sodium phosphate buffer (pH = 7) within the flow chamber for 20 min at room temperature. After incubation, the flow chamber was rinsed by flowing through 400 μl of wash buffer (WB), which consisted of 25 mM Tris--HCl (pH = 7.5), 1 mM magnesium acetate, 1 mM sodium chloride, 1 mM dithiothreitol, 0.4% Tween-20 (Bio-Rad) and 3 mg/ml bovine serum albumin (concentration cited is that before filtration through a 0.2-μm filter). All subsequent buffers are based on WB, and all incubations are at room temperature, unless noted. After waiting 10 min, another 400 μl of WB was flowed through. This rinse, wait, rinse procedure with a total of 800 μl of WB is referred to as washing. We next incubated 50 μl of 10 μg/ml streptavidin (Molecular Probes, Life Technologies) for 20 min, followed by another wash. RecBCD-bio was coupled to this streptavidin-coated surface by flowing through 20 μl of 15 nM RecBCD and letting it incubate for 2 h before washing. Concurrent with the RecBCD incubation, we prepared a bead-DNA mixture by incubating streptavidin-coated beads (320-nm-diameter, Interfacial Dynamics, Life Technologies) for 1 h with biotin-labeled DNA at a 1:9 ratio of DNA to beads (450 pM beads). We then added the bead-DNA mixture to the sample chamber and let it incubate for 1 h. The unbound bead--DNA complexes were removed by a final wash.

Enzymatic reactions under the optical-trapping microscope were initiated by flowing in 50 μl of WB supplemented with 2 (or 4) μM ATP, 1.1 μM *E. coli* single-stranded DNA binding protein (SSB) (Promega), and an oxygen-scavenging system \[6 mg/ml glucose (MP Biomedicals), 0.2 mg/ml glucose oxidase (Roche), 30 units/ml catalase\]. Using this assay, the percentage of RecBCD molecules that move varied from 25--75% (see Tethered bead assay in Supplementary Data) depending on the RecBCD protein preparation. Data acquired on RecBCD bound to tailed DNA constructs were taken in WB supplemented with the oxygen-scavenging system but without SSB. To investigate the effect of various nucleotide analogs on the RecBCD dynamics, we used 2 mM ADP, 2 mM adenylyl-imidodiphosphate (AMP-PNP), 2 mM ADP-BeF~x~, or 2 mM ADP with 2 mM inorganic phosphate (P~i~) in place of the ATP.

Optical-trapping instrument and data analysis {#SEC2-4}
---------------------------------------------

Our high-resolution studies of RecBCD utilized an optical-trapping instrument featuring 1-bp precision and stability. The details and calibration of this instrument have previously been published ([@B41]). Briefly, the instrument used three intensity-stabilized lasers: one high-powered trapping laser (Nd:YVO~4~; *λ* = 1064 nm, ∼150 mW at the focus) and a pair of lower-powered detector lasers (∼0.5 mW at the focus). The first detector laser (*λ* = 785 nm) measured the position of the bead in the optical trap (*x*~bd~, *y*~bd~, *z*~bd~) ([@B48],[@B49]). We scattered the second laser (λ = 850 nm) off a reference mark (or fiducial mark) to measure the position of the surface (*x*~fid~, *y*~fid~, *z*~fid~) and thereby actively stabilized its position to 1 Å in three dimensions over 100 s using a three-axis piezo-electric (PZT) stage ([@B46]). The coverslip was fabricated with an array of such fiducial marks using e-beam lithography and a low-index glass \[hydrogen silsesquioxane (HSQ, FOx-16, Dow Corning)\] ([@B46]). The stability of this assay relied upon the excellent differential pointing stability between these lasers ([@B26],[@B50]).

We established a well-defined geometry to study a single RecBCD molecule (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) using previously developed techniques ([@B9],[@B41],[@B47],[@B51]). Specifically, we first determined the vertical location of the surface by monitoring *z*~bd~ as an optically trapped, tethered bead was brought into contact with the surface. The stage was then lowered 300 nm. We found the lateral tether-point position by performing a two-dimensional (2D) elasticity-centering procedure, which also returned the persistence length ([@B9],[@B47]). Bead--DNA complexes anchored by multiple DNA molecules (determined by a low persistence length) were not studied. The 850-nm laser was next centered on a nearby fiducial mark using a computer-controlled PZT mirror. Finally, we stretched the DNA along the *y*-axis using the PZT stage to a specified force (*F*) (with a corresponding move of the stage-tracking 850-nm laser). For unwinding assays, we used either a force clamp ([@B52]) or a 'pseudo-force clamp' in which the bead position was allowed to vary from its set position (70 nm) by 10 nm in either direction, clamping the force to within 15% of the initial value. The motivation for this algorithm was to reduce rapid stage movements and avoid convolving additional noise into the measurement. In assays in the absence of ATP, the sample was stabilized using a software-based feedback loop with a 100-Hz update rate ([@B41]). We note that in both cases *x*~fid~ and *x*~bd~ were simultaneously measured and used to determine the contour length (*L*) of the DNA based on an algorithm that accounts for the 2D optical-trapping geometry ([@B53]), since the trapped bead was displaced both laterally and vertically. Finally, as discussed below, this computed *L* assumes that all measured changes represent a change in the dsDNA length. However, variations in this deduced *L* can arise from any structural dynamics that occur between the trapped bead and the anchor point of the single-molecule assay to the cover slip, including variations in the RecBCD--DNA conformation (see Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}).

![RecBCD motion shows variably sized discrete translocations. (**A**) Precision optical-trapping assay measures RecBCD motion. A DNA molecule is stretched between the RecBCD helicase and an optically trapped bead. One detection laser (pink) measures the bead position (*x*~bd~), which is used to calculate DNA length. The other detection laser (green) measures the position of a fiducial mark (*x*~fid~, *y*~fid~, z~fid~), which is used to stabilize the surface in three dimensions. (**B**) DNA contour length (*L*) decreases as RecBCD moves forward. Traces taken at 6 pN of force, 2 μM ATP and smoothed to 10 Hz (light green) and 1 Hz (dark green). (**C**) Magnification of the record shown in (B) (pink box) shows forward motion fit by a step-finding algorithm ([@B55]) (black line, arrows) that finds variably sized discrete translocations. (**D**) Occasionally, sets of discrete backward steps (∼2--3) were observed followed by subsequent forward motion.](gkw445fig1){#F1}

![Conformational dynamics in the RecBCD--DNA complex. (**A**) Measurement of *L* for RecBCD unwinding DNA in the presence of ATP (green) shows large variations in DNA length between fitted steps. We compare this motion to RecBCD stalled on partially unwound DNA due to removal of ATP (red), RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA without ATP (blue) and DNA attached directly to the surface (black). Pink box is a zoom-in. Traces smoothed to 10 Hz (light) and 1 Hz (dark). Histograms of the 1 Hz data are shown at the right. Color scheme is the same in (**B**--**D**). (B) Power spectral density (PSD) of the data in (A), with the gray region highlighting the frequency range 0.1--10 Hz. (C) Integral of the PSD, which according to Parseval\'s Theorem is the equivalent of the standard deviation (*σ*). Dashed line at 10 Hz and dotted line at 1 bp. (D) Bar graph displays the mean standard deviation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$, bandwidth 0.1--10 Hz, *N* ≥ 5) for the conditions in (A). Error bars are the standard error in the mean. An asterisk represents a statistical significance of *P* \< 0.05. (**E**) Conformational dynamics (*ΔL*) could be due to conformational changes within RecBCD (Scenario I), motion of RecBCD relative to the dsDNA (Scenario II) or both (Scenario I & II).](gkw445fig2){#F2}

Quantifying RecBCD conformational dynamics {#SEC2-5}
------------------------------------------

We developed a simple metric to quantify the conformational dynamics of RecBCD and thereby compare the dynamics under different experimental conditions. To do so, we first measured the contour length of at least five molecules (except where noted in Supplementary Table S1) at 6 pN and selected a 30-s portion of the record that exhibited the lowest long-term drift (\<0.5 nm). Power spectral density (PSD) were computed from the raw data (4 or 10 kHz) and integrated from 0.1 Hz to 10 Hz. According to Parseval\'s theorem ([@B54]), this analysis corresponds to the standard deviation (σ) for the position trace over the same bandwidth. We then calculated the average standard deviation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$) from multiple traces. To compute the uncertainty in this measurement, standard error of the mean (SEM) of this average standard deviation was calculated. Traces were excluded if they were \<30 s (20.5 s for the unwinding traces) or if they were the incorrect length (\<900 nm for the tailed-DNA substrates). Also, a small percentage (∼15%) of the records in the absence of nucleotide but in an unwinding-competent state \[e.g., RecBCD bound to 5′-(dT)~10~\] showed significantly elevated conformational dynamics (σ \> 3 nm); the origin of this heterogeneity is not known, and these traces were excluded from this analysis.

RESULTS {#SEC3}
=======

High-resolution records of RecBCD motion at low ATP {#SEC3-1}
---------------------------------------------------

To gain insight into the mechanism of RecBCD\'s helicase activity, RecBCD\'s motion was studied using a single-molecule optical-trapping assay (Figure [1A](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) featuring 1-bp precision and stability ([@B41]). We expected such high-resolution records to reveal a series of well-ordered steps. Contrary to this expectation, the resulting records did not show uniform steps. Rather, direct measurements of RecBCD motion at this high-spatiotemporal resolution showed forward motion of the enzyme with several interesting features (Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and Supplementary Figure S2). We observed discrete forward translocations (Figure [1C](#F1){ref-type="fig"} and [D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), backward steps interspersed with such forward motion (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}), and, most notably, rapid nm-scale motion significantly above the instrumental noise floor ([@B41]). We note that the average rate of forward translocation agreed with prior single-molecule assays ([@B8],[@B9]) and ensemble results ([@B14]) at low ATP, suggesting no loss in activity due to surface-anchoring of the enzyme.

Nanometer-scale dynamics obscure high-resolution analysis of stepping {#SEC3-2}
---------------------------------------------------------------------

As discussed in the 'Introduction' section, our high-resolution studies of RecBCD were limited to an applied load of 6 pN to prevent backsliding ([@B9]). At these conditions, the instrument achieved a 1-bp (0.34 nm) precision over a relatively broad bandwidth (Δ*f* = 0.03--2 Hz) when measuring a 556-nm long DNA molecule ([@B41]). In other words, steps longer than 0.5 s would have a signal-to-noise ratio greater than 1. To analyze steps with an average duration \>0.5 s, we significantly slowed down RecBCD by lowering the ATP concentration to 2--4 μM ATP, similar to prior work ([@B9]). At ATP concentrations \<2 μM, net forward progress of the enzyme was significantly slowed, presumably due to a kinetic competition between forward and backward steps (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, our studies of RecBCD motion were limited to a narrow window of assay conditions (*F* ≤ 6 pN & \[ATP\] \> 2 μM), and these limitations were enzymatic in origin. Notwithstanding this narrow window, if RecBCD existed in a static state between steps, such steps would be detectable.

Instead, the observed nm-scale variations in *L* masked determining a unitary step size from the data. To illustrate the effect of conformational dynamics on resolving steps, we computationally introduced discrete 1-bp steps and an even larger 4-bp step (Supplementary Data and Supplementary Figure S3A) into a 30-s record of stalled RecBCD (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Stalled). The resulting simulated-stepping data was analyzed with a widely used step-finding algorithm ([@B55]). As expected for steps in the presence of such large-scale dynamics, the histograms of the simulated data sets of 1 and 4 bp were indistinguishable with an average step size of 5.5 ± 2.8 bp (mean ± standard deviation) and 5.5 ± 2.3 bp, respectively (Supplementary Figure S3B). In addition, analysis of records with 1- and 4-bp steps yielded some backward steps, though not multiple consecutive backward steps exhibited by RecBCD (Figure [1D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}).

We applied the same stepping analysis to 15 segments of RecBCD unwinding from 8 molecules at 2 μM ATP ranging in duration from 30 to 1870 s for a total of 4286 s of data. The same analysis was also applied to seven segments of unwinding of five molecules at 4 μM ATP ranging in duration from 10 to 125 s long for a total of 430 s. The resulting step-size histograms were similar to the simulated steps in the presence of our observed nm-scale dynamics. Specifically, the peak and the width of the distributions were 5.3 ± 2.3 and 5.4 ± 2.3 bp for 2 and 4 μM ATP, respectively (Supplementary Figure S2B). The notable differences between the two sets of RecBCD data were the expected 2-fold higher velocity and a reduction in the fraction of backward steps from 36% at 2 μM ATP to 30% at 4 μM ATP. Summarizing, the measured nm-scale dynamics prevented a firm conclusion about a putative fundamental mechanical (or physical) step size. However, any mechanism for RecBCD\'s helicase activity would need to account for these interesting and unexpected large-scale dynamics if such dynamics arose from the RecBCD--DNA complex. Hence, we sought to determine the origin of these dynamics and, if associated with the RecBCD--DNA complex, to characterize them.

Nanometer-scale length changes arise from conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex {#SEC3-3}
--------------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

The observed variations in *L* could arise from a number of sources beyond the unwinding of duplex DNA, including instrumental noise, conformation changes within RecBCD or changes in RecBCD\'s anchoring to the coverslip. We first demonstrated that the nm-scale length changes were not instrumental in origin by comparing traces of RecBCD unwinding containing particularly long pauses (\>20 s) (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, green) to the instrumental noise floor (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, black). The long pauses used in this analysis showed similar nm-scale variations in *L* to those seen during the shorter pauses (\<10 s) shown in Figure [1B](#F1){ref-type="fig"}--[D](#F1){ref-type="fig"}. The instrumental noise floor was established by stretching a DNA molecule at 6 pN that was anchored to the coverslip through a digoxigenin:anti-digoxigenin bond, rather than through RecBCD. Control records of such taut DNA showed variations in *L* that were significantly smaller than those observed during pauses in enzymatic motion. To quantify the data, we computed the PSD of each trace (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and integrated the PSD over a useful bandwidth (0.1--10 Hz) (Figure [2B](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, gray shading). This bandwidth encompassed the majority of the region over which these records differed. According to Parseval\'s theorem ([@B54]), the integrated PSD noise is equal to the standard deviation (*σ*) of the record over the same bandwidth (or smoothing). For conciseness in presentation, we therefore refer to the integrated noise over the specified bandwidth as *σ*. As expected, Figure [2C](#F2){ref-type="fig"} shows that there is a significant difference in *σ* between records containing pauses in RecBCD motion and the control record up to 10 Hz. Over 10 Hz, *σ* for both records increases at approximately the same rate. We next computed the mean standard deviation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$) over the interval 0.1--10 Hz and the standard error in that mean under each condition (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). This quantification shows that pauses in RecBCD unwinding records exhibited fluctuations in *L* which were almost 3-fold larger than the instrumental noise floor (1.42 ± 0.12 versus 0.53 ± 0.02 nm, respectively). Hence, the observed nm-scale fluctuations were not instrumental in origin.

Enzymes, in general, and molecular motors, in particular, undergo conformational changes during catalysis. Hence, a reasonable expectation for these nm-scale length changes is that they depend on ATP hydrolysis. More explicitly, there may be several rounds of futile ATP hydrolysis per successful mechanical step. To test this hypothesis, we stalled the motion of actively unwinding RecBCD molecules by removing the ATP after they had unwound a few kbp (∼1 μm) of DNA. Visual inspection of such records (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, red; labeled as 'Stalled') showed no significant change in dynamics from actively unwinding records (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, green). Quantitatively, these records of stalled complexes showed fluctuations in *L* of 1.42 ± 0.09 nm, identical to records in the presence of ATP (1.42 ± 0.12 nm) (Figure [2D](#F2){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the observed fluctuations were not driven by ATP-hydrolysis-induced conformational changes in the RecBCD--DNA complex.

Finally, these nm-scale length changes could be associated with conformational fluctuations arising from the surface anchoring of biotinylated RecBCD to streptavidin which, in turn, is bound to biotinylated BSA adhered to the coverslip. To test for this possibility, we measured RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA molecules in the absence of ATP. The resulting records (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, blue; labeled as 'Blunt') showed variations in *L* ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 0.87 ± 0.05 nm) that were 64% higher than the instrumental noise floor, but 63% lower than the average standard deviation that occurs during unwinding or when the complex is stalled. Both differences were statistically distinct (*P* \< 0.05). As a result, we conclude that the majority of the rapid, nm-scale length changes arise from conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex, but only after the complex has unwound some DNA. These conformational dynamics could be due to a conformational change within RecBCD (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Scenario I), a variation in the length of the dsDNA between the enzyme and the bead (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Scenario II), or both. Moreover, the data show that such dynamics were not driven by ATP-hydrolysis-induced conformational changes.

Onset of conformational dynamics is coupled to entering an unwinding-competent state {#SEC3-4}
------------------------------------------------------------------------------------

Prior work by Wu and Lohman has shown that RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA is not yet in an unwinding-competent state ([@B39]). Rather, the RecBCD--DNA complex undergoes an initiation process to enter into its unwinding-competent state (Figure [3A](#F3){ref-type="fig"}) ([@B39]), with an initial melting of 5--6 terminal bp as seen in earlier work ([@B12],[@B56]). More generally, their work establishes a general kinetic scheme where RecBCD\'s first step upon binding to the end of a blunt-ended DNA molecule is to 'melt out' ∼6 bp of DNA in an ATP-independent fashion (*k*~NP~). RecBCD then undergoes 2--3 initiation steps with a rate constant *k*~c~ to change into its unwinding-competent state. After initiation, RecBCD unwinds DNA in a repetitive mechano-chemical cycle with an unwinding rate constant *k*~u~ such that the length of the DNA ahead of the helicase changes from position *L* to *L - N* × *m* where *N* is the number of steps and *m* is the step size for unwinding. Given this kinetic scheme and the aforementioned single-molecule data showing that RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, blue) shows less conformational dynamics than RecBCD after it had unwound DNA (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, red and green), we hypothesized that the nm-scale conformational dynamics in the RecBCD--DNA complex only occurred after entering into an unwinding-competent state.

![Onset of conformational dynamics is coincident with entering an unwinding-competent state. (**A**) Kinetic diagram for RecBCD unwinding adapted from Wu and Lohman ([@B25]). Labels are defined as: RecBCD (*R*), DNA (*D*), non-productive state (*NP*), DNA length (*L*), size of step (*m*), number of steps (*N*), rate of slow isomerization (*k*~NP~), rate of initiation (*k*~c~) and rate of unwinding (*k*~u~). The unwinding-competent state is reached once the RecBCD--DNA complex is initiated. Initiation requires either ATP-dependent movement of RecBCD or a DNA substrate with a pre-existing single-stranded 5′ DNA tail of 10 thymidines, denoted 5′-(dT)~10~. Different tailed-DNA constructs (Blunt, dT~6~, dT~8~, dT~10~, dT~20~) positioned the RecBCD--DNA complex at different states within this kinetic diagram in the absence of added ATP (Indicated by arrows colored to indicate the length of the dT-tail). A stalled complex has unwound DNA and is thus positioned on the diagram to indicate such unwinding. (**B**) Cartoon of RecBCD bound to the tailed-DNA ends. (**C**) DNA length measurement for RecBCD bound to the following DNA substrates: blunt-ended (blue), 5′-(dT)~6~ (orange), 5′-(dT)~8~ (purple), 5′-(dT)~10~ (brown), 5′-(dT)~20~ (light green) and partially unwound (red). (**D**) Bar graph of the mean standard deviation for the conditions in (C).](gkw445fig3){#F3}

Wu and Lohman also demonstrate that DNA substrates containing different length 5′ tails mimic different kinetic states in this pathway, including bypassing the initiation phase ([@B39]). In their experiments, they investigated constructs containing a 3′-ssDNA tail of fixed length \[6 thymidine (dT)~6~\] and 5′-ssDNA tail of varying length \[(dT)~6~, and (dT)~10~\]. Their work shows that RecBCD bound to a 5′-(dT)~6~ substrate exhibits the same initiation kinetics as RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA. In contrast, RecBCD bound to a 5′-(dT)~10~ bypasses the initiation process and is in an unwinding-competent state, presumably because the longer 5′ tail engages the RecD helicase. Importantly, these different constructs provide us a controlled method to put the RecBCD--DNA complex into the initiation or unwinding-competent state in the absence of ATP.

We next prepared an expanded set of constructs and used them to show that the onset of the nm-scale conformational dynamics is coincident with entering an unwinding-competent state. The constructs contained a 3′-(dT)~6~ tail and a 5′ tail of varying length \[(dT)~6~, (dT)~8~, (dT)~10~ or (dT)~20~ (Figure [3B](#F3){ref-type="fig"})\]. We bound surface-anchored RecBCD to these constructs in the absence of ATP and measured them at 6 pN of applied load. As shown in Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, the position-versus-time records show that dynamics of the 5′-(dT)~6~ were similar to RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Blunt) and the 5′-(dT)~10~ traces were similar to RecBCD stalled midway along a substrate (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Stalled). More quantitatively, the mean standard deviation ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$) in *L*, which we will refer to as the conformational dynamics, of RecBCD bound to a 5′-(dT)~6~ tail was the same as RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA (0.84 ± 0.05 versus 0.87 ± 0.05 nm). The two longer 5′-tailed substrates \[(dT)~10~ and (dT)~20~\] had average conformational dynamics (1.38 ± 0.06 and 1.39 ± 0.12 nm, respectively) indistinguishable from those of the stalled RecBCD--DNA complex (1.42 ± 0.09 nm, Stalled). We also note that the unwinding assays (Figure [1](#F1){ref-type="fig"}) were done in the presence of SSB whereas the studies on forked substrates were not (Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}). Hence, the observed quantitative agreement in conformational dynamics between these different conditions was not associated with SSB-mediated dynamics. This independence of the nm-scale dynamics on the presence or absence of SSB is recapitulated in a control experiment on a stalled complex (Supplementary Figure S4). Finally, the difference in the conformational dynamics between complexes in states before and after initiation was statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05). As a control, we also measured a 5′-(dT)~10~ tail directly linked to the surface (Supplementary Figure S5). This construct, as expected, had an average standard deviation (0.57 ± 0.03 nm) indistinguishable from the control record where blunt-ended DNA was directly linked to the surface (Figure [2](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, black). In summary, the data show that the onset of these large conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex is coupled to RecBCD entering into an unwinding-competent state, which argues that the observed dynamics require contact between the 5′ strand and the RecD helicase.

Interestingly, the DNA substrate with a 5′-(dT)~8~ tail showed some quiet segments and some segments with larger-scale dynamics (Figure [3C](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, purple). The resulting analysis showed an intermediate level of conformational dynamics (0.98 ± 0.12 nm) as compared to RecBCD complexed with 5′-(dT)~6~ and 5′-(dT)~10~ constructs. We speculate that with a 5′-(dT)~8~ substrate, there may be transient contacts between the 5′-(dT)~8~ tail and the RecD helicase that account for this behavior.

Conformational dynamics depend on GC content of dsDNA {#SEC3-5}
-----------------------------------------------------

As discussed above, two general schemes for the observed conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex are (i) a conformational change in the protein--DNA complex between the ssDNA--dsDNA junction and the anchor point to the coverslip (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Scenario I) and (ii) motion of RecBCD relative to the upstream dsDNA, resulting in unwinding of the duplex DNA (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Scenario II). In Scenario I, RecBCD in an unwinding competent state is not in a single static conformation but rather in a manifold of thermally accessible conformations. Indeed, a recent single-molecule study of RecBCD has argued for such conformations in the RecBCD--DNA complex in the absence of ATP ([@B2]). In that work, Liu *et al*. showed that removing ATP allowed the RecBCD--DNA complex to sample various kinetic states that were otherwise inaccessible at high ATP concentrations and that reintroducing ATP locked the enzyme into a new state with a different, but constant, kinetic-unwinding rate. Hence, it is possible that our observed conformational dynamics arise from the RecBCD--DNA complex sampling various conformational sub-states due to the absence of ATP. These conformational changes would lead to variations in the extension of the RecBCD between the biotinylation site on the N-terminal of RecD and the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. Such variations in protein conformation would manifest themselves as the observed variations in *L*, but not correspond to a change in the length of the dsDNA between the enzyme and the bead. Thus, a prediction of Scenario I is that the observed conformational dynamics should be independent of the dsDNA sequence immediately upstream of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction, since the enzyme would not be unwinding and rewinding the dsDNA.

In contrast to this expectation, varying the GC content of the dsDNA sequence immediately ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction affected the conformational dynamics (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). In this experiment, we prepared the enzyme in an unwinding-competent state by using constructs that contained a 3′-(dT)~6~ and a 5′-(dT)~10~ tail. These tailed DNA constructs had either five GC or five AT base pairs immediately in front of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. As before, we bound surface-anchored RecBCD to these constructs in the absence of ATP and measured them at 6 pN of applied load. Quantification of the average conformational dynamics (Figure [4C](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) showed that the AT-rich construct exhibited a 50% larger conformational dynamics (1.74 ± 0.10 nm) than the GC-rich substrate (1.16 ± 0.08 nm) and this difference was statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05). Our earlier DNA construct with a 3′-(dT)~6~ and a 5′-(dT)~10~ tail, used in Figure [3](#F3){ref-type="fig"}, had alternating GC and AT base pairs for the first 12 bp ahead of the ssDNA junction and therefore represented a 'mixed' 50% GC sequence. The average conformational dynamics of those mixed substrates (1.38 ± 0.06 nm) was intermediate in magnitude to those on AT- and GC-rich substrates. Additionally, the sequence-dependent dynamics were maintained over a range of applied loads (*F* = 2, 4, 6 and 10 pN, Supplementary Figure S6). Overall, this set of experiments demonstrates that the nm-scale conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex are dependent on the dsDNA sequence in front of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. Hence, the conformational dynamics cannot arise from Scenario I alone, since that scenario predicts the dynamics should be sequence independent. More generally, the data clearly show that the RecBCD--DNA complex in an unwinding-competent state is dynamic with the enzyme opening and closing multiple base pairs of dsDNA in the absence of ATP, an unexpected result.

![Conformational dynamics are sequence dependent. (**A**) Measurement of *L* for RecBCD bound to 5′-(dT)~10~ tailed DNA ends show increased dynamics when the first five bp ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction are all AT bp (light blue), whereas the dynamics are suppressed when those base pairs are all GC (pink). Conformational dynamics were further suppressed by an interstrand cross-link 2 bp ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction (light green). (**B**) Schematic of constructs used in (A). (**C**) Bar graph of the mean standard deviation for the conditions in (A). Also shown are the cases for RecBCD bound to: blunt-ended DNA (blue), stalled DNA after partial unwinding (red) and 5′-(dT)~10~ DNA with a mixed upstream double-stranded DNA sequence (brown). Conditions with asterisks have *P* \< 0.05 while the number symbol (\#) corresponds to *P* = 0.08.](gkw445fig4){#F4}

Conformational dynamics are suppressed by an interstrand DNA cross-link {#SEC3-6}
-----------------------------------------------------------------------

To further verify this result, we tested another prediction of Scenario II. According to Scenario II, the conformational dynamics exhibited by RecBCD should be reduced if RecBCD was prevented from unwinding the duplex DNA ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction. To test this prediction, we introduced a site-specific interstrand cross-link 2 bp ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction in our DNA construct containing a single-stranded 3′-(dT)~6~ and 5′-(dT)~10~ tail. A bulky interstrand cross-link could, in principle, lead to steric hindrance at the point where dsDNA enters into RecBCD\'s zipper-like structure. Hence, we used an N^3^T-butylene-N^3^T interstrand cross-link that exhibits very little deviation in the duplex DNA structure relative to a non-cross-linked DNA duplex in circular dichroism spectroscopy measurements ([@B42]). Moreover, molecular dynamics calculations indicated a widening of the major groove of the B-DNA stem without disruption of Watson--Crick base pairing compared to a non-cross-linked base-paired thymine ([@B40],[@B57]). We also note that RecBCD can translocate along two non-complementary ssDNA strands simultaneously ([@B16]) after initiating on dsDNA, so the entrance to RecBCD\'s zipper-like structure can accommodate significant variation away from ideal B-form DNA. Collectively, this set of prior work argues that our interstrand cross-link does not create a bulge in the duplex that would prevent the duplex DNA from entering the leading edge of RecBCD.

We expected the interstrand cross-link to prevent the motion of the pin in RecC relative to the upstream dsDNA. Binding efficiency to this DNA substrate in a tethered particle assay was similar to binding to the 3′-(dT)~6~ and 5′-(dT)~10~ tailed construct, but the percent of individual RecBCD molecules showing unwinding activity was reduced from 67 to 4%. We note that the remaining activity most likely arises from incomplete ligation of the cross-link to the long dsDNA rather than unwinding through the cross-link (see Supplementary Data). As shown in Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}, high-resolution measurements of *L* for RecBCD bound to the DNA substrate with the interstrand cross-link show a 44% reduction in dynamics ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 0.96 ± 0.02 nm) compared to the mixed DNA sequence ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 1.38 ± 0.06 nm). However, the level of conformational dynamics measured with the cross-link was slightly higher than RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 0.87 ± 0.05 nm) perhaps, in part, from the repetitive opening and closing of the first two base-pairs before the cross-link. Overall, these data verify the initial observation that the conformational dynamics primarily arise from enzyme-induced back-and-forth motion of RecBCD along the dsDNA in the absence of ATP hydrolysis. As a result, the dsDNA ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction is being unwound and rewound by this motion. Thus, a mechanistic consequence of RecBCD\'s conformational dynamics is that the RecBCD--DNA complex---at least at low ATP---does not go through a repetitive, well-ordered set of states within the protein--DNA complex.

Conformational dynamics are suppressed by a specific nucleotide analog {#SEC3-7}
----------------------------------------------------------------------

Since the conformational dynamics are coincident with entering into an unwinding-competent state, an intriguing possibility is that they are related to RecBCD\'s helicase mechanism. A formally possible mechanism for helicase motion that includes substantial Brownian motion is a thermal ratchet model that has been demonstrated in model physical systems ([@B58]) (Supplementary Figure S7). Although such a model is most likely too simplistic to capture RecBCD\'s mechanistic complexity, it motivated us to look for a modulation of the conformational dynamics of RecBCD as a function of the chemical state of the nucleotide-binding pocket.

To do so, RecBCD\'s conformational dynamics were measured over a range of nucleotide conditions and analogs (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}). We chose conditions that led to no net motion so we could precisely quantify the change in the conformational dynamics. As before, surface-anchored RecBCD was bound to a DNA substrate with a 3′-(dT)~6~ and a 5′-(dT)~10~ ssDNA tail and a mixed upstream sequence. We then washed through buffer with one of the following conditions: 2 mM ADP, 2 mM ADP supplemented with 2 mM P~i~, 2 mM AMP-PNP or 2 mM ADP-BeF~x~ (Supplementary Figure S8). Binding of different ATP analogs has led to different structural states when complexed with helicases ([@B59]). Hence, in the present study, testing the different ATP analogs AMP-PNP and ADP-BeF~x~ allows access to potentially different states in the mechano-chemical cycle; the precise interpretation of the exact nature of such state requires future structural studies since AMP-PNP and ADP-BeF~x~ can mimic either more ADP- or ATP-like states in different helicases ([@B59]). More generally, in studies of the classic molecular motor myosin, inclusion of high levels of P~i~ led to observed changes in force production due to population of presumed ADP + P~i~ bound state ([@B60]), hence we also tested ADP supplemented with P~i~. The resulting records showed reduced conformational dynamics for ADP ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 1.22 ± 0.07 nm) and AMP-PNP ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 1.22 ± 0.19 nm) (Figure [5](#F5){ref-type="fig"}) when compared to stalled traces (1.42 ± 0.09 nm), but not a statistically significant one (*P* \< 0.05). However, when ADP-BeF~x~ was present, RecBCD\'s conformational dynamics did exhibit a statistically significant decrease ($\documentclass[12pt]{minimal}
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}{}$\bar \sigma$\end{document}$ = 0.92 ± 0.05 nm). Hence, of the analogs tested, only a particular nucleotide state, ADP-BeF~x~, suppresses the conformational dynamics in a statistically significant manner. The interpretation of this observation within the broader mechano-chemical cycle of RecBCD requires additional studies, in particular a structure of RecBCD bound to DNA in an unwinding competent state. Finally, we note that no variation in these dynamics were observed over a range of divalent salt concentrations (Supplementary Figure S9).

![Conformational dynamics are modulated by the chemical state of the ATP-binding pocket. The conformational dynamics are significantly reduced upon introducing 2 mM ADP-BeF~x~ (light purple), a non-hydrolyzable ATP analog, in comparison to other nucleotides: 2 mM ADP (light blue), 2 mM ADP and P~i~ (gray), 2 mM AMP-PNP (light brown) and in the absence of ATP (brown). For comparison, we also show RecBCD bound to blunt-ended DNA (blue) and RecBCD stalled in the middle of the DNA (red). Conditions with asterisks have *P* \< 0.05. Number symbol (\#) represents *P* = 0.13.](gkw445fig5){#F5}

DISCUSSION {#SEC4}
==========

High-resolution studies of RecBCD moving along DNA yielded a striking and unexpected result. Rather than elucidating a fundamental step size for RecBCD, the data revealed nm-scale motion of the enzyme relative to the unwound DNA. Hence, at low ATP, RecBCD motion along the DNA, as monitored by a tag on RecD, is not a simple series of discrete steps. Instead, the RecBCD--DNA complex is much more dynamic, with 0.5--3 nm peak-to-peak motion occurring on 1-s time scales. This dynamic motion is due to conformational changes in the RecBCD--DNA complex that requires RecBCD to be in an unwinding-competent state, presumably via DNA engagement of the RecD helicase. Such dynamics, which occurred in the absence of ATP hydrolysis, must have been suppressed in X-ray structures, since the complex needs to be static to crystalize. More generally, our observation of suppressed RecBCD\'s dynamics when bound to ADP-BeF~x~ suggests a potential path toward structural studies of RecBCD in an unwinding-competent state. If successful, such studies could then in turn provide guidance on the particular state in mechanochemical cycle captured by RecBCD bound to ADP-BeF~x~.

One plausible explanation for the RecBCD--DNA complex\'s conformational dynamics is that they arise from conformational fluctuations that occur exclusively within the protein--DNA complex without motion along the dsDNA (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Scenario I). To review, such variations in protein conformation would manifest themselves as the observed variations in *L*, because the experiment measures the length from the anchor point on RecD to the trapped bead. Indeed, such an explanation would build upon recent work by Liu *et al*., which postulated structural fluctuations in the RecBCD--DNA complex in the absence of ATP ([@B2]). If Scenario I alone were correct, then RecBCD\'s conformational dynamics should not depend on the sequence of the DNA immediately ahead of the ss-dsDNA junction (Figure [4](#F4){ref-type="fig"}). However, experiments yielded the opposite result: the AT-rich construct exhibited 50% larger conformational dynamics (1.74 ± 0.10 nm) than the GC-rich substrate (1.16 ± 0.08 nm), a result that is both visually distinctive (Figure [4A](#F4){ref-type="fig"}) and statistically significant (*P* \< 0.05). This data, in conjunction with the suppression of such dynamics by introduction of a cross-link that is 2 bp ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction conclusively demonstrates that the enzyme is rapidly opening and closing dsDNA ahead of the junction in the absence of ATP hydrolysis. Hence, RecBCD\'s nm-scale dynamics are inconsistent with an explanation relying exclusively upon internal conformational dynamics of the RecBCD--DNA complex (Scenario I) without motion of the complex relative to the duplex DNA (Scenario II).

An intriguing paradox in our results is that RecBCD\'s entering into an unwinding-competent state promotes the observed back-and-forth dynamics along the dsDNA, even while RecBCD maintains a well-defined average position along the DNA at substantial applied load in the absence of ATP. Specifically, records of RecBCD stalled in the middle of the DNA (Figure [2A](#F2){ref-type="fig"}, Stalled) did not show net backward motion at 6 pN. Yet, it is energetically favorable both to reform the duplex DNA and to move backward with the applied load. Additionally, from our prior work ([@B9]), we know that rapid long-range backward motion is induced if the force is raised to 8--10 pN. Hence, this lack of backward motion at 6 pN in the present study suggests that a portion of RecBCD must be tightly bound to the DNA in the absence of ATP.

The simplest explanation for RecBCD to rapidly unwind and rewind dsDNA in the absence of ATP hydrolysis is that the enzyme employs a so-called 'active' mechanism to open the DNA. In such an active mechanism, RecBCD does not passively wait for a thermal fluctuation to open the duplex, but promotes the opening of dsDNA by creating energetically favorable protein--DNA contacts. Such a helicase mechanism is termed 'active' as opposed to 'passive' ([@B18],[@B61]--[@B64]).

One way RecBCD could maintain its average position along the DNA while exhibiting these nm-scale dynamics would be to use an inchworm-like mechanism. In such a mechanism, a 'toehold' would enable RecBCD to maintain an average position along the dsDNA, even in the presence of a substantial (6 pN) load. We speculate that such a toehold occurs via RecB\'s interaction with the dsDNA more than 12 bp ahead of the ssDNA--dsDNA junction ([@B12]). The observed conformational dynamics would then arise as the ssDNA--dsDNA junction (or pin structure) moves relative to such a toehold. This mechanism could accommodate both Scenario I and II (Figure [2E](#F2){ref-type="fig"}) and lead to the observed nm-scale conformational dynamics. Future experiments could test this hypothesis by developing and validating a RecBCD mutant with a biotin near this putative toehold. In such an assay, our hypothesis stipulates that the observed conformational dynamics and their sequence dependence would be suppressed.

However, we note that a simple version of a spring-loaded inchworm model does not describe our data. Specifically, in such a mechanism, the toehold would move forward in larger steps, followed by smaller ATP-driven steps of the trailing portion of the enzyme, akin to the model proposed for NS3 helicase ([@B65]). Based on RecBCD\'s structure, we would expect that RecD, the surface-anchor point to the coverslip in this assay, to be in the trailing portion of such an inchworm. The observed motion would then represent the dynamics between RecD and the toehold. Yet, our unwinding records do not show a repetitive progressive reduction of conformational dynamics followed by a discrete increase that would be expected in an inchworm-based model where RecD moves closer to the toehold and then releases.

In summary, high-resolution studies of RecBCD have revealed an unusually dynamic helicase at low ATP. Future studies will be needed to gain a complete mechanistic understanding of unwinding. One interesting set of experiments would be to measure RecBCD unwinding on an engineered DNA substrate with a repetitive sequence, similar to prior work on RNAP ([@B66]). Such experiments would enable correlating velocity with the variation in the underlying GC content ([@B31]). Finally, experiments that combine optical trapping with FRET ([@B67],[@B68]) would enable simultaneous measurement of conformational dynamics and unwinding.
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